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Abstract

To achieve robust autonomous long range navigation, an estimate of the rover position is required at various levels in the whole system. No single localization algorithm can be robust enough to provide a good position estimate during long range navigation: a set of different algorithms have to be developed and integrated for that purpose. In this paper, we briefly present various localization algorithms developed in the lab, establish a typology of localization algorithms, and focus on the difficulties raised by their integration on board a rover.

1 Introduction

Future planetary rovers will have to autonomously navigate for several hundreds of meters or kilometers, exploring and gathering data in poorly known regions. It calls for the integration of a wide variety of processes, from low level actuator control, to higher level strategic decision making, via environment mapping and path planning. Among these various functionalities, self-localization is definitely one of the most important, as it is required at almost any level in the whole system, from fine trajectory control to mission supervision.

In the absence of any external structure (e.g. radioed bearings), we are convinced that no single localization algorithm that uses on-board data can be robust enough to fulfill the various localization needs during long range navigation: a set of concurrent and complementary algorithms have to be developed and integrated for that purpose. One must therefore consider the problems raised by the integration of these algorithms.

This paper discusses this issue. After a presentation of the importance of localization for long range autonomous rover navigation, section 3 presents a brief overview of the contributions related to localization in natural unstructured environments (i.e. planetary-like). Some developments integrated on board our Marsokhod robot Lama are briefly described, and the section concludes with a synthesis, that introduces a typology of localization algorithms. Section 4 presents the various problems raised by the integration of several localization algorithms, and how we began to tackle them with the robot Lama. A discussion that underlines some open issues concludes the paper.

2 On the importance of localization

For long range autonomous navigation in planetary environments (and more generally for any mobile robot), the ability to localize, i.e. to estimate the rover position and the precision of this position, is essential for various reasons:

- The missions to be achieved by the rover are often expressed in localization terms, explicitly (e.g. “reach that position”, “explore this area”….) or more implicitly (such as in “return near the lander” when it is out of sight). The knowledge of the rover position (and of the various positions reached during its traverse) is therefore required at the mission control level.

- Long range navigation calls for the building of global maps of the environment, to find trajectories
or paths and to enable mission supervision. The spatial consistency of such maps is required to allow an efficient and robust behavior of the rover: it is the knowledge of the rover position that guarantees this consistency.

- Finally, the proper execution of the geometric trajectories provided by the path planners calls for the precise knowledge of the rover motions. Note that in this latter case, some visual guidance techniques can help to drive the rover without the explicit knowledge of its position. However, up to now only a few planner generate such commands, and their domain of operation is essentially restricted to very local trajectories, in a manner similar to object catching tasks with an arm.

One can see that localization is required at various levels in the system. It is especially tightly linked with the mapping and exploration processes - the acronym SLAM that stands for “Simultaneous Localization And Map building” is widely understood in the roboticists community\(^1\), and is a key component of the robustness of any navigation approach.

It is worth to note that among the various work related to the understanding of the intelligence of living beings, a lot are devoted to the spatial reasoning, in which the ability to localize play an important role. Note also that many technological developments in than mankind history have been devoted to the localization problem, from sextants and chronometers to Loran and GPS.

3 Localization algorithms

A vast amount of localization algorithms that use onboard data is available in the literature. We briefly review here the ones that can be relevant in the context of planetary exploration, classifying them from the data they use. At the end of the section, we propose a typology of these algorithms.

3.1 Odometry

Odometry is one of the most straightforward and “cheap” way to localize a robot. However, if it is a quite reliable way to localize a robot evolving indoor, it is much less precise on natural terrains. Not only the trajectories are three dimensional (which calls for at least a tilt inclinometer), but also the slippages that often occur quickly lead to very erroneous position estimates: they especially affect the rotation estimates, which is all the more true when skid-steering is used to turn the rover. This is why in all the contributions related to natural terrain odometry a rotation or orientation sensor is added (e.g. a gyrometer in [1, 2], or a sun tracker in [3]).

With the robot Lama, we use the attitude informations provide by a 2-axes inclinometer and a fiber optic gyrometer. Depending on the terrain, the position estimation results can be as good as 2%, or extremely bad, when climbing rocky slopes for instance (figure 2).

![Figure 2: Relative error on the traveled distance for two different kinds of terrain. Left: a flat parking lot, right: a rocky area. The error is computed using an RTK differential GPS (centimeter precision): the error values are quite big during the first tens of seconds because of the GPS noise.](image)

An interesting point is that there are means to qualify on-line the motion estimates. For instance, since the 6 wheels of the robot Lama are equipped with very precise odometers, the study of the relative speeds of the wheels, as well as the current used to drive the motors, can help to detect slippages (figure 3). Up to now, such an analysis remains however qualitative, and can to the best only detect gross errors: more work is required, in which the chassis configuration parameters should also be taken into account. Although odometry will hardly ever be useful over long ranges, it is required to control the rover motions: any progress in using such data is of course still welcomed.

![Figure 3: Mean current consumed during the same trajectories as in figure 2. The application of simple thresholds over short periods of time could help to determine when odometry derives too much.](image)

3.2 Inertial navigation

Besides the use of a heading gyrometer, inertial measurements units are seldom considered in planetary rover prototypes: their extremely slow speed produce a very low signal/noise ratio. The development of low energy and extremely light strapdown units is however promis-

\(^1\)Some author rather use CML for “Concurrent Mapping and Localization”.
As for odometry, there is no hope that such sensors alone will help to localize the rover over long ranges. But the development of aided inertial units, that fuse their data with vision or odometry [5] (allowing the detection of cross-track velocities for instance, to which odometry is blind) will undoubtedly popularize their use for rovers. Again, such sensors are essentially useful to servo the execution of motions.

### 3.3 Localization using range data

The localization problem being essentially a geometric one, it is not surprising that most contributions rely on the use of range data. One can distinguish among these contributions the ones that directly use raw data, the ones that relies on digital elevation maps, and the ones that detects and use landmarks.

#### 3.3.1 Localization using raw range data

There are few contributions that directly use the range data to produce a position estimate, without any segmentation or structuration. The problem comes from the difficulty to establish matches between 3D points perceived from different rover positions. But when range data is produced by stereovision, data associations can be done in the video images, thanks to usual pixel tracking algorithms. We developed such a technique (figure 4), that is able to estimate the 6 parameters of the robot displacements in any kind of environments, provided it is textured enough so that pixel-based stereovision works well [6] (a similar algorithm can be found in [7]).

[Figure 4: Principle of the visual motion estimation technique based on stereovision and pixel tracking.]

We paid a lot of attention to the selection of the pixels to track: in order to avoid wrong correspondences, one must make sure that they can be faithfully tracked, and in order to have a precise estimation of the motion, one must choose pixels whose corresponding 3D points are known with a good accuracy. Pixel selection is done in three steps: an *a priori* selection is done on the basis of an error model of the stereo algorithm; an empirical model of the pixel tracking algorithm is used to discard the dubious pixels during the tracking phase; and finally an outlier rejection is performed when computing an estimate of displacement between two stereo frames (*a posteriori* selection).

We evaluated the algorithm on many runs (totalizing several hundreds of meters) and it gives translation estimates of about 2% of the distance (figure 5). Work related to this algorithm is still under way, with the goal of reaching a precision on translation estimates of about 1%. Also, the algorithm provides a possibility to get and estimation of the precision of the computed position.

[Figure 5: Comparison of the error on the translations estimated by stereovision and pixel tracking (denoted “optical odometry”) and odometry, during a 70m long run that includes sharp turns, hill climbing and rocky area traverses. The GPS precision curve is superposed, showing that it quickly becomes negligible.]

#### 3.3.2 Landmarks-based localization

An efficient way to localize a rover is to rely on particular elements present in the environment, referred to as *landmarks*. Several authors presented range data segmentation procedures to extract salient objects [8, 9]. Such techniques are however efficient only in simple cases, *i.e.* in scenes where sparse rocks lie on a very flat terrain, but rather fragile on rough or highly cluttered terrains for instance. The difficulties come here from both the nature of the environment and the uncertainties on the 3D data: the most promising approaches are the ones that use both video and range data to extract landmarks. In section 3.3.3, we briefly presents how we can extract landmarks from digital elevation maps.

#### 3.3.3 Localization using terrain maps

One of the most popular way to map natural environments is the use of digital elevation maps (DEMs), that represent the terrain as a set of elevations computed on a regular horizontal Cartesian grid. Although there has
been several contributions to the problem of building digital elevation maps (see e.g. [10]), we think that it has still not been addressed in sufficiently satisfactory way: the main difficulty comes from the uncertainties on the 3D input data, that can hardly be propagated throughout the computations and represented in the grid structure. Figure 6 presents the problem for various cases of sensor configurations: ideally, a digital elevation map should be extracted from a 3D occupancy grid [11].

A 3D occupancy grid is however not suited for large terrain models: we developed a heuristical algorithm to build an elevation map, for each cell of which 3 values are associated: an elevation, a value that represents the precision of the elevation, and a value that represents the confidence of this elevation.

Various contributions that use a digital elevation map to localize the rover can be found in the literature: one distinguishes the iconic-based techniques [12, 13, 14], from the feature-based techniques.

The iconic-based techniques give globally satisfactory results, but the position estimates they provide are hardly qualified in term of precision. With the robot Lama, instead of matching a local elevation map with a global one, we directly find the 3D transformation that minimizes a given distance between the last acquired range image and the current elevation map, using a simplex algorithm. Current results are encouraging, but not better that odometry up to now. Note that the way the precision of the range data and of the map is represented should play here a crucial role, especially to have an estimate of the error on the computed position.

Feature-based techniques rely on the extraction of landmarks in the digital elevation map [15]. We developed an algorithm to extract local peaks, that relies on the computation of similarity scores between a digital elevation map area and a pre-defined 3D peak-like pattern (a paraboloid for instance), at various scales. First results are encouraging (figure 7), and the detected landmark could be used to feed a position estimation technique.

Map structure. One of the problem of digital maps is their rigid structure: when the rovers re-localize itself after a large drift, there is no way to update the whole map, as it is possible with landmark maps for instance. For that purpose, we developed a specific map structure that supports big updates of the rover position. It consists in building a set of local maps, each one attached to a single terrain perception: only the local maps are memorized, and fusion is done when an external functionality asks it (figure 8).
3.4 Localization using vision

The problem referred to as “motion and structure from motion” in the vision community [16], that estimates both the camera motions and the environment geometry on the basis of a sequence of monocular images, could be used in robotics. It remains however computationally very expensive, and to our knowledge none of these techniques has ever been used to localize a rover.

More interesting are the contributions that extract and track landmarks from monocular video images. Some rely on features present on the horizon line (or the whole horizon profile) [17, 18], and match them with features derived from an initial elevation map. Other use closer features [19], and localize the rover using only landmarks bearings.

Finally, the use of image indexation techniques with panoramic images is a very promising way to tackle the place recognition problem [20], which would ensure the possibility to re-localize the rover after large loops for instance.

3.5 Topological localization

Topological (or qualitative) localization consists in finding the robot position with respect to a topological representation derived from sensory data. Such algorithms do not rely on metric information, but rather on place recognition, using object identification and qualitative neighboring relations [21]. Such approaches have essentially been applied to indoor navigation, where the representation is a graph of possible robot paths [22]. In natural environments, where such graphs can hardly be built, image registration techniques could be applied. Such algorithms can be useful to re-estimate the rover position after large loops, but have not yet been applied on-board real rovers.

3.6 Synthesis: a classification of localization methods

One can see from this brief overview that there is a big variety of approaches to localize a rover. We propose here a typology of these approaches, that helps to have a better understanding of the problem, and to see the implications of localization in the whole navigation system. This typology consists in three classes:

1. **Motion estimation**: we put in this class all the techniques that localize the rover without memorizing any data: they measure speeds or elementary motions, that are integrated over time to produce a position estimate. Odometry, inertial navigation and visual odometry belong to this class.

2. **Position refinement**: in this class are gathered all the algorithms that estimate the rover position (or correct an estimate) using environment models built with the data acquired on board. All the landmark and map based algorithms fit in this class.

3. **Absolute localization**: this last category contains the techniques that aim at localizing the robot with respect to an initial global model of the environment (such as images or numerical terrain models derived from orbital imagery).

We presented these algorithm classes according to the kind of data they use (with or without memory, with or without initial data), but there are actually four more criteria that lead us to establish such a classification: the evolution of the error on the position estimate, the frequency of process activation, the level of abstraction of the data used, and the necessity to control the data acquisition and the rover motions (table 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Motion estimation</th>
<th>Pose refinement</th>
<th>Absolute localization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error evolution</td>
<td>Unbounded growth</td>
<td>Unbounded growth but can decrease</td>
<td>Bounded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process frequency</td>
<td>Very fast</td>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Very slow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data abstraction level</td>
<td>Raw data brutes</td>
<td>Landmark or environment models</td>
<td>Landmark or environment models</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Data acquisition control, influences motion generation</td>
<td>Drives the motion generation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Behavior of the four criteria in our typology of localization algorithms.

A complete navigation system should be endowed with at least one instance of each class, that are complementary: motion estimation algorithms are directly used at the trajectory control level, and their result is used as initial estimates for position refinement algorithms. Position refinement algorithms are required to build consistent global terrain maps, which are the essential representation on which localization with respect to an initial terrain model can be performed.

4 Integration of several localization algorithms

Some particular integration problems are related to the coexistence of several localization algorithms running in parallel on board the robot. To tackle this in a generic and reconfigurable way, we developed a particular module
named PoM (position manager), that receives all the position estimates produced by the localization algorithms (each of them being integrated within a specific module) as inputs, and produces a single consistent position estimate as an output. PoM addresses the following issues:

- **Sensor geometrical distribution.** The sensors being distributed all over the robot, one must know their relative positions, which can dynamically change. Indeed, we want all the modules to be generic, i.e. to handle data without having to consider the position from which it had been acquired. This is particularly true for video images, since Lama is equipped with two orientable stereo benches: we may want to switch benches whenever required, with the minimal effort. For this purpose, we developed a framework named “InSitu” (internal situation, section 4.1) which is part of PoM.
- **Localization modules asynchronism.** The localization algorithms have individual time properties: some produce a position estimate at a regular high frequency, while others require some non-constant computation time. To be able to provide a consistent position estimate at any time, the “time-management” part of PoM has been developed (section 4.2).
- **Fusion of the various position estimates.** The fusion of various position estimates is a key issue in robot localization. This is done within the “fusion” part of PoM (briefly discussed in section 4.3).

### 4.1 Internal situation

Some problems arise when the sensors of a robot are geometrically distributed. For instance, the vision-based localization module has to know the orientation of the cameras for each image it processes, whereas the digital elevation map module needs the relative and/or absolute position of the 3-D images it is using in a predefined coordinate frame.

Distributing the geometrical informations in the modules is not satisfying: some informations are hard-coded and duplicated within the modules, and it complicates the porting of a module to another robot or another sensor. For that purpose, we use InSitu, a centralized geometrical description of a robot. It reads a configuration file upon startup, and it provides the necessary frame coordinates to any module when the robot navigates. All the data acquisition modules use this information to tag the data they produce with the necessary informations.

The configuration file is the textual description of a geometrical graph (figure 10). The nodes of the graph are frames coordinates that needs to be exported. They usually correspond to sensors locations but can also be a convenient way to split otherwise complex links. This graph is the only robot-specific part of PoM.

The links between frames are either static (rigid) or dynamic (mobile). A static link cannot change during execution and is usually related to some mechanical part of the robot. On the other hand, dynamic links, that depend on the chassis configuration or on a PTU configuration for instance, are updated continuously at a predefined frequency. Updates are made possible with the definition of link specific functions that get link parameters from the underlying hardware, computes the current transformation matrix and sends it back to PoM.

![Figure 10: The geometrical graph used on the robot Lama. Rectangular boxes are frames configurations that are exported in the system. The thick box (Robot in the figure) is the main frame. Solid lines are links (either rigid or mobile) that are declared in the configuration file. Each mobile link has an associated function that gets the link parameters from the underlying hardware, computes the current transformation matrix and sends it back to PoM.](image-url)

The header of exported data contains three fields: the first field is the current PoM-date expressed in ticks since boot-time. The next two fields are positions: the Main to Origin transformation is the current absolute position of the main frame relative to an absolute frame. The Origin frame is usually the position of the robot at boot-time but it can be specified anywhere. The Main to Base transformation is a relative position which cannot be used as such. The sole operation permitted with this frame is the composition with another Main to Base transformation (see section 4.2 for a detailed description). Base is a virtual frame that is maintained and computed by PoM.

After the header, there is a variable number of transformations which are the current frames configuration. They are named according to the scheme “Frame to Main” and are the transformation matrices that map 3-D points in the “Frame” frame to 3-D points in the “Main” frame.
Every data acquisition module reads the InSitu frame which it relates to, and associate to its data a “tag” structure (figure 12). Thanks to this tagging, data acquisition modules only have to know the name of the frame they are connected to, which can be specified dynamically. Once tagging is done, clients using such data do not have to care from where the data comes, since all the necessary geometrical and time information is contained in the data itself. The tag is propagated along with the data between modules, thus making inter-module data communication very flexible.

4.2 Position Management

In addition to internal frame configurations, PoM collects the various position estimators present in the system. It is the place where positional information is centralized and made available for any module that require it.

Positions computed by the various position estimators are always produced with some delay, that depends on the computation time required to produce a particular position. Thus the robot has always to deal with outdated positions. One of the role of PoM is to maintain the time consistency between the various position estimates.

Internally, there is one time chart for each position estimator handled by PoM, plus one particular chart for the fused position. The fused position is the result of the fusion of every position estimator (see section 4.2). All charts have the same length and hold every produced positions since the beginning of the chart, up to the current date. Length is variable but is computed so that we always have at least two positions of every motion estimator (figure 13).

PoM periodically polls every position estimator and look if a position have been updated. When a new position is found, it is stored in the chart of the corresponding motion estimator, at date its corresponding date (“update” arrows in figure 13). If the chart is not long enough to store a too old date, it is enlarged as needed. Once every motion estimator has been polled, every fused position from the oldest update to the current time is marked for re-estimation.

Once the current best position is computed (see section 4.3, PoM stores it in the fusion time chart (figure 13). The important thing to note is that we cannot simply store the new position as such because it might be very different from the previous position. Since some module may use the robot position continuously (such as servoing on a computed trajectory for instance), virtual jumps are not permitted. This is why we defined a reference position estimator, and a virtual frame named Base. The fused position computed by PoM is the Robot to Origin position. This one is exported as such and used by modules that require absolute position. The second exported position, Robot to Base is the position of the reference estimator and can only be used locally, i.e. to compute a delta position. PoM computes a Base to Origin transformation for every position estimator found in the system. This transformation is an indicator of the drift of each position estimator.

4.3 Fusion of the estimates

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 presented a structural scheme to integrate various localization algorithms. But the most important thing related to this integration is the ability to fuse the various estimates, thus leading to a more precise position estimate. Among the various formalisms that can be applied to this problem, Kalman filtering is the most popular: this requires the knowledge of an error model for each localization algorithm, but also the ability to discard erroneous estimates (fault detection).

Up to now, our various algorithms are not “qualified”, in the sense that their error model is not precisely known: the estimates are selected on the basis of a confidence (real value between 0.0 and 1.0, 1.0 being the best) that
is hard-coded for each position estimator.

5 Discussion

We sketched the various problems raised by the integration of localization algorithms, and proposed a structural framework that allows the consideration of various concurrent unsynchronized algorithms. The most important issue it now to derive an on-line error model for each algorithm, which calls for both empirical tests and algorithm analysis. Besides this, the development of localization algorithms with respect to an initial model of the environment is required to robustly tackle long range navigation: digital elevation maps appear to be the best environment model for that purpose.
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